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Eclipse: Building Commercial-Quality Plug-ins (Eclipse Series)Addison Wesley, 2004
Build commercial-grade extensions to Eclipse and WebSphere Studio Workbench
This is the first definitive, start-to-finish guide to building commercial-quality extensions for both Eclipse and IBM's WebSphere Studio Workbench. Leading Eclipse developers Eric Clayberg and Dan Rubel don't merely introduce the basics: they show how...
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Starting Out or Starting Over: Top 10 Tips for Runners: Advice, Injuries, & Support. Plus! Bonus Habit Shaper and Willpower BuilderMountain Morning Press, Ltd., 2021

	THE IDEA FOR THIS BOOK literally came to me in the middle of the night. That creative part of my brain insisted that I get up and make some damn notes. In that sleepy fog, I saw myself crafting this little book along with its siblings – of course, it’s a series! I imagined them like little messengers, offering valuable...
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Google Web Toolkit Solutions: More Cool & Useful StuffPrentice Hall, 2007
Google Web Toolkit (GWT) is an open source Java development framework for building Ajax-enabled web applications. Instead of the hodgepodge of technologies that developers typically use for Ajax–JavaScript, HTML, CSS, and XMLHttpRequest–GWT lets developers implement rich client applications with pure Java, using...
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Creating Concrete5 ThemesPackt Publishing, 2013

	Create high quality concrete5 themes using practical recipes and responsive techniques to make it mobile-ready


	Overview

	
		Get to grips with the concrete5 architecture.
	
		Learn how to create a concrete5 theme.
	
		Discover how to make a theme responsive to improve it for small...
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Learn the MFC C++ ClassesWordware Publishing, 1997
It is not necessary to learn the Windows API in order to begin using the
Microsoft Foundation Class (MFC) Library of C++ classes; you do not even
have to know more than a few basic C++ concepts in order to begin. I have
been teaching extension classes through the University of California, Berkeley,
since 1993. My students have...
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Clinical NeuroanatomyMcGraw-Hill, 2002

	The brain, more complex than any computer that has ever been invented, is a unique and special organ: It is what makes us human. The science of the brainÐ²Ð‚”neuroscienceÐ²Ð‚”has emerged as one of the most exciting fields of research and now occupies a central role as a substrate for clinical medicine. At the heart of...
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Slick2D Game DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Develop simple, yet engaging games with the Slick2D game engine


	Overview

	
		Work with Slick2D game workflow
	
		Learn how to develop game components with hands-on examples
	
		Get to grips with game analysis and enhancement



	In Detail


	Most of the game...
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Beginning Expression Web (Wrox Beginning Guides)Wrox Press, 2007
Microsoft Expression Web gives you the tools to develop sophisticated sites that integrate standardized CSS layout with ASP.NET 2.0, XML, and SQL Server™ 2005. Written by an experienced ASP.NET and Dreamweaver Web developer, this book shows you how to take advantage of all of Expression Web’s innovative features to create a memorable...
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Cross Site Scripting Attacks: Xss Exploits and DefenseSpringer, 2007
Cross Site Scripting Attacks starts by defining the terms and laying out the ground work. It assumes that the reader is familiar with basic web programming (HTML) and JavaScript. First it discusses the concepts, methodology, and technology that makes XSS a valid concern. It then moves into the various types of XSS attacks, how they...
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AutoCAD 2012 and AutoCAD LT 2012 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Learning AutoCAD or AutoCAD LT is a bit like trying to decide which came first — the chicken or the egg. On one hand, you need to know the basics before you can start drawing. On the other hand, understanding the basics can be very difficult if you haven't had the experience of drawing something. In this Quick Start chapter, you...
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Learning Red Hat Linux, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2002
The economics of the free software business has taken another football bounce with the release of O'Reilly's Learning Red Hat Linux, a guide to the most popular distribution of the freely redistributable operating system. The bounce is this: for the typical tech-book list price of $35, you get Bill McCarty's beginners' survey and...
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Linux in a Nutshell, Fourth EditionO'Reilly, 2003
Comprehensive but concise, Linux in a  Nutshell is an essential desktop reference for  the commands that users of Linux utilize every day. It  covers all substantial user, programming, administration,  and networking commands for the most common Linux  distributions. It's several quick references rolled into  one:...
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